Welcome to the Aerospace Engine Supplier Quality (AESQ) Strategy Group’s 2018 Year-End Report highlighting AESQ’s continued progress and accomplishments. The group was formed in 2012 to drive rapid change throughout the aerospace engine supply chain. The SAE G-22 Committee and the AESQ Strategy Group formed to collaboratively develop, specify, maintain, promote and deploy a common set of Quality Requirements that enable the Global Aerospace Engine Supply Chain to be truly competitive through lean, capable processes, and a culture of Continuous Improvement.

We hope you find this Report informative.

Martin Schaeffner
Chairman

2018
ACCOMPLISHMENTS

- Held 1st VP Procurement Roundtable Discussion at Farnborough
- Deployed new website for improved supply chain communication
  www.aesq.sae-itc.com
- Released focused set of 6 total standards in the AS13xxx series
- Supplier Forums in Sweden and Japan with record attendance of 115 and Voice of Customer presentations from Airbus and ANA
AESQ’s global Delegated Product Release Verification (DPRV) training program, developed by SAE International, extends its reach:

- 8 languages
- 40 countries
- 8,000+ students

Probitas Authentication, a Program of the SAE ITC, provides the 3rd party certification for DPRV personnel.

PlANS FOR 2019

- AS13100 AESQ Quality Management Requirements ‘umbrella’ standard replacing the multiple company specific SCM standards being flowed today
- Supplier Forums scheduled for Hartford, CT, in April and France in October to enhance supply chain engagement
- ‘Voice of Customer’ Supplier Forum presentations from key stakeholders
- AS13xxx series Deployment success stories
- DPRV Training expansion

2018 was a very successful year for AESQ, and we look forward to creating more value-add content to benefit the aerospace engine supply chain in 2019.

Visit our website for additional information:

www.aesq.sae-itc.com
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